TECH SPECS:
Height 96mm / Width 45.4mm / Thickness 18.9mm
Max Cartridge Diameter 11.7mm
Battery Capacity 650 mAh
15 Minute Auto-Shutoff
Output 5V 1A

Twice the power in your pocket with dual cart technology.
CHARGING THE DEVICE:
Plug the micro USB charging cable provided into DuploCart Vaporizer and attach it to a USB port. Do not let the vaporizer hang while charging as it could damage the charge port.

The bottom LED strip will appear solid RED when charging and turn solid GREEN when fully charged.

The device is fully charged in approximately 1 hour.

HOW TO LOAD:
Remove the magnetic bottom Cartridge Magazine from the unit, and attach 1 or 2 cartridges to the device by screwing them into the 510 threaded connections turning clockwise until fit is snug (DO NOT OVERTIGHTEN CARTRIDGES).

Re-insert the Cartridge Magazine back into the top, battery portion of the unit, guiding the cartridges into their designated air path tunnels. (MAKE SURE THE MAGNETIC CONNECTION IS SOLID AND THE MAGAZINE IS SEATED PROPERLY).

HOW TO OPERATE:
Powering On - Click the LARGER TOP portion of the main button 5 times to turn on. The unit will flash 3 times with the color that represents the current (and also the previous) voltage setting that was selected.

Variable Voltage Settings - After powering on, select your voltage setting by pressing the SMALLER LOWER portion of the main button one time. Press again to cycle through the four preset voltage settings.

Operating the Vaporizer - The DuploCart is designed to use one or two cartridges, either one at a time, or simultaneously.

Single or Dual Cart Function - You can choose to load and operate only one cartridge in the DuploCart, or load two cartridges and operate each independently.

To select the cartridge to operate, push the Cartridge Switch to the OPPOSITE side of the unit that holds the cart you want to operate. For example, if the cart you want to operate is on the LEFT side of the unit, then push the Cartridge Switch to the RIGHT. The white LED will flash once on the LEFT side, indicating you have activated the left cartridge.

Left Cartridge in Use ❌ ✔ | Right Cartridge in Use ✔ ❌

The Cartridge Switch closes the portion of the mouthpiece that you want to be "inactive." So, if you want to vape one side, then you are in essence "closing off" the air pathway of the opposite side.

Simultaneous Dual Cart Function (Duplo Mode) - You also have the ability to load two cartridges in the DuploCart and operate them simultaneously, vaping from both cartridges at the same time. To enter "Duplo Mode," slide the Cartridge Switch to the middle setting. You will see two white lights flash once on each side of the Cartridge Switch.

Both Cartridges in Use ❌ ❌

Preheat Function - If cold ambient temperatures cause cartridge contents to turn into a more solid state, the DuploCart is equipped with a 15-second pre-heat mode to make oils more viscous for a better vaping experience. To activate, press the power button twice after the unit is turned on. The LED band will flash a variety of colors for 15 seconds. When the flashing ends, your device is primed and ready to go.

Start Vaping - Once your desired voltage and cartridge setting is selected, then you are ready to start vaping. Hold to your lips, then press and hold the LARGER TOP portion of the main button to start your vaping session.

HELPFUL TIPS:
If one or both of the cartridges is not indicated by the white LED flash, then use isopropyl alcohol to clean the 510 threaded ports and the bottom of the cartridge itself. Real-tach and try again.

If loading only one cartridge, refrain from operating the unit in "Duplo Mode" as it will use more power, and introduce too much airflow for a proper hit.

If no cartridge is loaded in the unit, the LED band will flash white.

The mouthpiece can be removed for easy cleaning.

Enjoy your vaping experience!